Appendix Text
Components of Fried's Frailty Scale 1. Low level of physical activity was denoted by an energy expenditure of <383 kcal/week (men) and 270 (women), estimated from a 20-item questionnaire on frequency and duration of participation in activities (e.g., running, cycling, other sports, housework, and gardening activities). A metabolic equivalent (MET) value was assigned to each activity to calculate energy expenditure for each participant.
2. Slow walking speed was assessed using time taken to walk 8 feet (2·4 meters) at usual pace, the cut-offs were based on results for a 15-ft (4·6 m) walking test. Slow walking speed was defined as time to walk 8-ft ≥3·73 s for men with height ≤173 cm or women with height ≤159 cm, or ≥3·20 s for men with height >173 cm or women with height >159 cm.
3. Grip strength was measured using a Smedley hand grip dynamometer. Sex and body mass index (BMI) specific thresholds were used. In men grip strength was poor when ≤29 kg for BMI≤24 kg/m², ≤30 kg for BMI 24·1-28 kg/m², and ≤32 kg for BMI >28 kg/m². In women grip strength was poor when ≤17 kg for BMI≤23 kg/m², ≤17·3 kg for BMI 23·1-26 kg/m², ≤18 kg for BMI 26·1-29 kg/m², and ≤21 kg for BMI>29 kg/m².
Weight loss is defined as being either unintentional or as a proportion of body weight lost over
the previous year; as weight was measured at clinical examination every five years, we utilized a cut-off of 10% of loss in body weight as used in the Women's Health Aging Study-I. 1 5. Exhaustion was defined using two items of the Center for Epidemiology Studies-Depression (CES-D) scale: "I felt that everything I did was an effort in the last week" and "I could not get going in the last week". 2 Participants were deemed to fulfil this criteria if their response was "occasionally or moderate amount of the time (3-4 days)" or "most or all of the time (5-7 days)". 
Literacy scale c 1·14 (1·07, 1·20) 1·06 (0·99, 1·14) 1·21 (1·11, 1·33) Numbers multimorbidity: 1694/6425; frailty: 1733/6425; disability: 692/6425. a Analyses (adjusted for age, sex, race, marital status, and birth cohort) using proportional hazards regression with Weibull distribution with inverse probability weighting and interval censoring. b Multimorbidity defined as 2 or more of the following chronic conditions: diabetes, coronary heart disease, stroke, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, depression, arthritis, cancer, dementia, and Parkinson's disease. c Categories of socioeconomic indicators were recoded (0, 0·5, and 1) so that when entered as a continuous variable the reported hazard ratio corresponded to increased risk in the lowest compared to the highest socioeconomic group. 
0·58 0·54 a Analyses (adjusted for age, sex, race, marital status, and birth cohort) using proportional hazards regression with Weibull distribution and with inverse probability weighting. Participants free of adverse health conditions who dropped out of the study were censored at the data wave that followed their last assessment. b The interaction terms tests whether the association between the number of adverse health conditions and mortality differs as a function of socioeconomic indicators. c Assessed using the Mill Hill vocabulary test. a Analyses using three states multi-state models with interval censored data; analyses undertaken using Weibull distribution and inverse probability weighting. Analysis adjusted for sex, race, marital status, birth cohort, and age at the adverse health outcome in the transition C. b
Categories of socioeconomic indicators were recoded (0, 0.5, and 1) so that when entered as a continuous variable the reported hazard ratio corresponded to increased risk in the lowest compared to the highest socioeconomic group. c Assessed using the Mill Hill vocabulary test.
